Key Control Management and
Guard Tour Solutions

think inside the box.

think inside the box.

KeyWatcher® Touch and KeyWatcher® Illuminated
Systems are the modular, scalable solutions
designed for interoperability with your other
physical and logical security systems. Access to
the cabinets and to individual keys is under your
complete control. You decide who has permission
to remove each key, and with KeyWatcher
Systems’ advanced communications capabilities,
you always know who removed any key and when
it was taken.

Watch our corporate video

Configure your KeyWatcher System with the exact components you need, including card slots and lockers
of various sizes, with the ability to change modules when you need to. Choose the cabinet access that best
suits your needs – including a fingerprint reader, keypad and more.
It’s the solution that gives you more value, more storage and more convenient accessibility.

Morse Watchmans: key control for more secure facilities

Every facility is safer with the addition of a key control and
management system from Morse Watchmans. Physical keys
continue to be mission-critical for every type of organization,
and Morse Watchmans is dedicated to delivering the best
solutions for managing, controlling, tracking and auditing all
your keys.
KeyWatcher Touch and KeyWatcher Illuminated Systems are
the access control solution for physical keys. Every key is
accounted for at all times, with full tracking, reporting and
alerts for your defined incidents.
SmartKey™ Locker Systems deliver the same level of
accountability for small assets including weapons, cash
trays and more. And for secure keys without the need
for individual accountability, KeyBank ® and KeyBank ®
Touch provide a cost effective solution.
Security innovation from Morse Watchmans goes beyond
key and asset security, too. Our PowerCheck® system has
been adding value to guard tours for over 15 years, helping
you to minimize risk.

At Morse Watchmans, we are committed to bringing you
more ways to keep your enterprise, and your facility, safer.
That’s our outside the box thinking – that you’ll find right
inside the box.

KeyWatcher is ideal for:
• Casino and gaming industries
• Correctional facilities
• Healthcare facilities
• Hotels and resorts
• Conference centers
• Government agencies
• Multifamily buildings
• Control rooms
• Corporate buildings
• Educational institutions
• Automotive businesses

KeyWatcher Touch:
security plus convenience at your fingertips

We’ve got the Touch.
The KeyWatcher Touch is a powerful key control and
management system with touch screen convenience for
enterprise-level to SMB applications. The large 7” interface
offers step by step instructions to the user. KeyAnywhere
saves time by allowing you to return a key to any KeyWatcher
in your enterprise, while KeyFind lets you locate which
KeyWatcher a specific key is in, or determine who has it out.
Keys available to a user can easily and quickly be called up

on the screen. Key reservations and notes can now easily be
entered on the screen. The unified KeyWatcher Site design
allows a network of KeyWatcher Touch systems to share a
single database, which can accommodate more than 14,000
keys and over 10,000 users. All control and management of
the system, including programming, remote functions and
reporting is managed via KeyWatcher TrueTouch software.
Now available in a sleek, durable dark grey color!

Store, control and track keys with KeyWatcher Illuminated

KeyWatcher Touch and KeyWatcher Illuminated:
Features and Options
• Easily identify the correct keys
• Return keys to any location
• Rugged, functional design uses less wall space
• User interface controls various access devices
• Ergonomic design offers ease of use
• Backed by industry-leading warranties
• Alarm and access control integration capability
• USB connectivity
• Built-in Ethernet
• AC-powered with 48-hour backup battery

Built into a rugged steel cabinet, KeyWatcher Illuminated
offers many of the same features and benefits as the
KeyWatcher Touch. Illuminated key slots light up on
access to make it easy to locate keys for which the user
is authorized. The exterior design of the cabinet has been
enhanced to blend in with today’s office environments, while
the key control system seamlessly controls and monitors
keys. A Random Key Return feature allows users to return

keys to any open location in the cabinet and the system
will remember the new location for that key. This avoids
confusion or misplacement error – a real time saver and
convenience to each user. There is also an option available
for users who prefer keys to be returned to their original
location. Authorized users can even reserve a key in the
system for a specified timeframe, providing a convenient
way to guarantee access when a key is needed.
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KeyBank and KeyBank Touch
When all key users have permission to access every key in the
cabinet, KeyBank and KeyBank Touch deliver the same cabinet
security with identity-based access permission, tracking and
auditing as the KeyWatcher systems. KeyBank systems are an
economical, practical solution for key storage in applications
including:
• Multi-family housing facilities
• Retirement complexes
• Healthcare facilities
• Conference centers
• Control rooms
• Educational institutions
• Residential hotels
• Hotels and resorts
• Government agencies
• Corporate buildings
• Automotive businesses

Lock up your assets with SmartKey Locker Systems
Secure, control and track larger objects like laptop
computers, cash trays and 2-way radios as efficiently
as keys. It is easy to set up SmartKey Locker systems
as a personal storage space for one or multiple
users. Items can be returned to any open locker for
convenience.
SmartKey Locker Systems are available in a variety
of configurations for assets of different sizes and
shapes – all customizable, scalable and engineered
for complete interactivity with your other business
systems.

Advanced software optimizes
performance capabilities and ROI

TrueTouch and Key-Pro Performance
Software provide:
• Detailed key management reporting options
• Centralized programming
• Advanced network capabilities
• Improved system communications
• Exclusive real-time transaction polling
• Priority e-mail alerts
• Real-time transactions screens
• Audible alarm notifications

Morse Watchmans’ software for KeyWatcher systems
enhances the installation, programming, customizing,
maintaining, status, alarms and reporting capabilities of
each system with real-time polling transactions. System
control is faster and easier.

Maximize your KeyWatcher system with user-friendly
software. KeyWatcher TrueTouch software for KeyWatcher
Touch runs all programming, remote functions and reports
for all KeyWatcher Touch locations while the KeyWatcher
Touch server performs synchronizations of transactions
as well as maintaining the SQL database. Both access
control systems and customized client control software
interface with the server application.
Both TrueTouch and Key-Pro software for KeyWatcher
Illuminated systems are PC applications with remote
access capabilities. Both packages enable system
managers to establish permission levels for each User
Code and monitor data from any desktop connected to
the network.

The software can run activity reports, sort based on
different criteria, view and print reports, and more. System
managers can generate practical management reports,
which trace key movements by time, date and user code.
An audit trail report indicates the time and date of every
key accessed by a user for a given time parameter.
Another key feature of the software is the built-in scheduler.
This tool automatically downloads all data to a secure
PC, allowing system managers to sort and analyze the
information so they maintain maximum control of access
and security issues.

Generate reports by:
• List of keys
• Users
• Keys in use

• Keys removed
• Keys overdue
• And more
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Ready to communicate
All of our KeyWatcher systems are engineered for complete interactivity
with your other business systems. By opening our protocols to a wide
range of integration partners, Morse Watchmans makes it possible
for you to implement connectivity across systems on any level you
choose. For example, when you integrate your KeyWatcher system
with your access control system, a user who has taken a specific key
from a KeyWatcher can be denied egress from the facility until the key
is returned – and selected management can be alerted via email if this
attempt is made.
By designing every KeyWatcher with the ability to communicate across
systems, Morse Watchmans helps our customers maintain best-inbreed security solutions without the need to overhaul or replace costly
installations.
KeyWatcher has a built-in RS-232 for direct connectivity to printers or
other devices, or networked connectivity via Ethernet.

Scale up anytime with cabinets, keys, cards and lockers

It’s easy to expand your KeyWatcher system as your needs
grow. Start with a single cabinet, or configure a system
with multiple cabinets to hold hundreds of keys and assets.
Designed with scalability in mind, each additional unit can be
controlled by a single console and monitored by advanced
software.
KeyWatcher can hold keys of almost any size, including
Folger Adam keys. You can also store, control and track
access and other cards, or small assets in our single or dual

locker modules. You can even create your own customized
cabinet system online using the convenient KeyWatcher
Configurator at morsewatchmans.com.

Features
• Expandable to meet your key storage needs
• Customize cabinets with lockers and card holders
• 16, 8 and 6 key modules available

Control keys on the go with our new mobile app
• Check site status from anywhere with an
internet connection
• Get remote status of keys in, out and overdue
»» By cabinet or site

A new smartphone app offers an
efficient way to manage control
of keys from smartphones.
Authorized users can see a wide
range of information and interact
remotely with the KeyWatcher
Touch system.

»» Supports multiple sites
• Add or modify user information
• View/cancel alarms on the system
• View the latest transactions in the system

Added security for your assets
KeyWatcher Illuminated and KeyWatcher Touch have numerous assignable user codes per
system with PINs (Personal Identification Numbers). KeyWatcher systems provide a high level
of security. Management can appoint one of five different levels of access for each employee,
adding flexibility as well.
Built stainless steel tough, the cabinet is designed to resist abuse and is wired with a mechanism
that triggers an alarm which can be wired to sound throughout the facility and other devices if:
• A user tries to gain access to or dislodge a key with force
• An invalid user code is entered three times consecutively (systems go into an automatic
alert mode and lock down for four minutes)

We’ve got the touch
• The door is left open

• A key is missing or not returned on time

Our new big, bright 7" touchscreen gives you an easier-to-use interface. But that’s not all that’s new. We

• There is a power failure

listened to you and made KeyWatcher Touch even more capable. The new KeyAnywhere feature enables you
®

to return a key to any KeyWatcher in your enterprise. You can also locate which KeyWatcher a specific key is in,

• A key is returned by the wrong user

or determine who has it out, with the new KeyFind feature. We’ve also improved integration capabilities, along

with many other convenient features. Of course you still get our patented SmartKey system, modular design

• A user forces the cabinet doors open

and full scalability. We just keep making key management better. That’s Morse Watchmans’ outside the box
thinking – right inside the box.

Any PC with speakers running Key-Pro or TrueTouch software can emit an alarm as well, and
alarms can be sent automatically via email to designated managers.

Smart keys add intelligence to your system
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All keys secured within a KeyWatcher
system are locked to a Smart Key device
with built-in memory chip. Any time a
Smart Key is inserted into or removed from
a KeyWatcher key slot, the system stores
data on time, user and more.
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Tamper-proof KeyRings™

KeyRings™ provide a convenient, tamper-proof
locking mechanism along with a unique identification
system. It is easy to add or remove keys with no need
to cut through and destroy the stainless steel ring.
Morse Watchmans’ economical Replaceable Hub
Technology lets you re-use the more valuable ring
and simply replace the colored hub. Simple to work
and easy to use, tamper-proof KeyRings add security
and value.

• Reusable 5/32” stainless steel rings
• Smart-switch solution replaces welded and crimped
rings
• Incorporates cost-saving Replaceable Hub
Technology
• Serialized/color-coded hubs identify rings and
prevent substitution

PowerCheck all-in-one hand-held data recorder

Add value to your guard tours with Morse Watchmans’
PowerCheck. Designed to help prevent liability and costly
losses from vandalism, theft, espionage and accidents,
PowerCheck gives your security officers a tool to document
incidents and risky conditions. Officers can input userprogrammable codes on the convenient keypad as they
make their rounds, saving time and reducing paperwork.
Auto Pilot guides officers from station to station, while
Random Tour allows them to go to stations in any order
they prefer.

from -40° to 140°. Shock and water-resistant, the data
recorder has a resilient outer shell made from Lexan®, along
with a rechargeable battery and recharging base unit.
Our checkpoint stations are as rugged and durable as the
PowerCheck recorder. Unlike many other systems, these
will withstand rough usage and won’t fade in the sun or fail
in rainy conditions. Even if the surface has been vandalized,
the stations will still function. And we stand behind this
quality product with a lifetime guarantee.

The handheld data recorder is sleek, lightweight, completely
self-contained, and will function in temperatures ranging
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
Morse Watchmans has earned its reputation with our
commitment to customer service and total satisfaction.
Every KeyWatcher, KeyBank and Guard Tour system is
backed by an exclusive two-year warranty on all parts.
It’s all about key control, security and service.
Customize your own system with the KeyWatcher
configurator at morsewatchmans.com!
www.morsewatchmans.com
USA
2 Morse Road
Oxford, CT 06478
800.423.8256
203.264.4949
fax: 203.264.8367
UK
2 Nottingham Road, Daybrook
Nottingham NG5 6JQ
0115-967-1567
fax: 0115-967-1306
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